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Readers of this edited collection Religion and education: Comparative and international 
perspectives are immediately invited into a field of scholarship that is both complex and 
fraught. In crafting this review, I quickly became aware of my positionality as a person who 
had a strong religious education in the Catholic Church, having attended Catholic schools for 
both my primary and secondary years. My reading of this collection of papers about religion 
and education are shaped by these foundational education experiences—it can be no other way. 
I also extend from this orthodoxy. Early in my schooling, I was introduced to Australian 
Indigenous esoterica, Judaism, Sufism, Buddhism, and Confucianism within my comparative 
religion classes. I was taught the importance of inter-faith dialogue even as we sang songs about 
“Our God reigns.” I pursued my interest in Buddhist philosophy into my doctoral studies and 
became a practitioner of Theravādan Buddhism. I think of myself as a Buddhist Catholic if I 
am asked to define myself. I quietly read each chapter with questions about what each had to 
say about how religion emerges into postcolonial, heterogeneous global society from its 
traditional historical roots shaped by homogeneity, and what role religion and religious 
education now plays in mainstream education systems across the world.  
In the selection of texts, the editors Malini Sivasubramaniam and Ruth Hayhoe aimed to 
introduce a number of broad questions regarding religion and education, organizing the book 
into three broad sections: Internationalising/Globalising Religious Values, Curriculum, 
Pedagogy, and School Leadership, and Religion in Policy Processes and Conflict Resolution.  
The first section, “Internationalising/globalising religious values,” includes six chapters. The 
first (Marshall) provides a global perspective about the pitfalls of trying to deliver education 
goals without including religious institutions. Marshall identifies six areas where religious 
institutions play a key societal role in the provision of education. The chapter highlights the 
tensions inherent in attempts to globalize religious values. The second chapter (Li) explores the 
influence of Confucianism in the modern context of China’s engagement with African nations 
where Confucian ideals are mobilized to enable collaborative development partnerships and it 
examines the Confucian approach to values education that are being shared and interpreted 
locally. The third chapter (Hwang) compares Christian religious higher education provision in 
Korea and Canada, highlighting the evangelizing mission of this work and its contribution to 
the internationalization of higher education. The fourth chapter (Niyozov) discusses the role of 
Islamic education in the nation-building efforts of Tajikistan and how globally-emergent 
Islamic values are being understood and brought into Tajikistan education. The fifth chapter 
(Seeberg, Luo and Na) returns the narrative to China and explores the way that a Catholic 
religious education and Catholic values are seen to protect young women migrant workers in 
Western China. The sixth chapter (Hayhoe) takes an historical approach, examining the impact 
of Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism on early Christianity, suggesting that such early 
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examples of inter-faith dialogue provide insights into the opportunity of dialogues to enhance 
the development of respect and of shared “global” values.  
Section Two, “Curriculum, pedagogy, and school leadership,” also includes six chapters. The 
first, Chapter 7, (Wong) provides insight into faith-based religious education in Hong Kong by 
comparing four religious schools—Catholic, Protestant, Taoist, and Buddhist—across a range 
of aspects. Chapter 8  (Wu) discusses education of Muslim Hui people in the Chinese education 
system and how they maintain their traditional religious education. Chapter 9  (Niyom, Jumsai, 
Ratchatatanun, and Vokes) moves the discussion to Thailand where three Principals explore 
how to integrate Buddhist religious education into the Thai national curriculum in their schools. 
Chapter 10 (Herzog and Adams) compares issues in Bangladesh and Senegal involved in 
modernizing Islamic education, navigating the historical legacy of earlier education systems, 
and modern interpretations of Islamic education within national schooling. Chapter 10 
(Sivasubramaniam and Sider), in their comparison of education provision in Haiti and Kenya, 
consider the religious influence of faith-based, low-fee private schools. The final chapter of 
this section, Chapter 11, (Katz) examines the development of the Israeli education system and 
the impact of secularism, religiosity, and ethnic identity on the provision of education. 
Section Three, “Religion in policy processes and conflict resolution,” includes five chapters. 
The first, Chapter 12, (Barnes) focuses on the role of religion in policy-level discussions about 
the provision of education in Northern Ireland. Similar to other chapters (Hwang, Niyozov, 
Wu, Niyom et al., and Katz), Chapter 13 highlights how current state-based solutions have been 
fundamentally shaped by religious historical antecedents and ongoing ethnodoxies. Chapter 14 
by Kidwai discusses the attempt by the Indian government through the influence of policies to 
shape how Islamic madrassas undertake religious education. The next Chapter 15 (Lisovskaya) 
turns our gaze to Russia where education policy has returned to a cautious endorsement of 
religious education. Ghosh and Chan in Chapter 16 make an argument for the importance of 
education systems to develop a more sophisticated form of religious education that can address 
the influence of religious extremism, basing their study on work being done in Canada. The 
final Chapter 17 by Collet and Bang provides a comparative analysis of how a number of 
Western democracies are engaging with heterogeneous religious populations within their 
borders, examining how they are approaching religious education and education about religions 
within these school systems. 
The collection gathered by Sivasubramaniam and Hayhoe introduces the reader to an array of 
scholarship about the relationship between religion and education. Its canvas is bravely 
international but as Keith Watson, Emeritus Professor of Comparative and International 
Education, observes in his Foreword, “there are few comparative studies in the true sense of 
the word” (p. 15). In their Introduction, the Editors explain the importance of considering 
religion anew because of the re-emerging links between religion, radicalization, and global 
migration, despite expectation that globalization would lead to the demise of religion. They 
argue that mobilizing religion and religious institutions is a key to many societies achieving the 
Sustainability Development Goals, even as global institutions are attempting to achieve these 
goals through secularized dialogue with nation states. Early in the book, it becomes clear that 
Sivasubramaniam and Hayhoe see a value in religion and religious education that is not 
necessarily shared amongst global policy makers and nations. They set out to explore their core 
idea as being that “in equipping the next generation, religious education must be rooted in 
respect and must nurture the capacity for inter-faith dialogue and understanding of other 
religions” (p. 24). In doing so they have opened a Pandora’s Box of issues, concerns, problems, 
and views that suggest that the field of research into this important topic is emergent rather than 
formed and that scholars of comparative and international education have a role to play in 
understanding what place religion might have in contemporary education systems.  
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In conclusion, there is much promise contained in these papers. Their eclecticism provides rich 
opportunities for the development of this field of research. Their collection raises questions 
about definitions, methodological approaches, and theories. What is religion in the modern 
world? What is its relationship to spirituality? Should states or religious institutions control 
religious education? Given the important role of parents in school choice and in religious 
education (or not), their contribution needs to be a focus of future research as well. What is the 
role of state-sponsored moral education within mainstream schooling in the face of values 
education controlled by religious institutions? Clearly the positive influence of religion in 
education has outlasted the emergence of secular humanism, but equally its power to divide 
has not been silenced by inter-faith dialogue. Beyond history and vested interests, many human 
beings continue to want religious guidance in their lives. Where they seek that guidance and 
how it influences their behaviour towards other humans, other sentient beings, and indeed the 
planet may well be one of the most pressing educational issues of our time. 
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